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BACKGROUND:

Mercury, Gemini, Apollo and the Space Shuttle were 

designed over a ten year period by engineers with space 

and aircraft design experience.

More than 40 years have passed since the last manned 

spacecraft was designed by the United States. 

Design practices that were learned and observed have 

been documented.

Many of these lessons seem to be unknown to 

personnel involved in current manned space craft 

design.   
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Preliminary Design & Design Verification – Design principles from past Manned Spaceflight Programs

that seem to have been forgotten

� Design launch vehicles to minimize dynamic pressure and flow field dispersions

� Staging conditions should be at low dynamic pressure

� Protuberances should be as small as possible    

� Minimize external (foam) insulators.  If they are required, conduct a vigorous multiple disciplinary test 

and analysis effort to assure no debris.

� Provide adequate control authority for all flight phases.

� If possible, avoid designs which require plumes forward of vehicle surfaces.

� Flight tests are for design verification.  Test what you fly, and fly what you test.

� Avoid configuration changes after PDR. Changes add at least 18 months to the program schedule.

� Avoid parachute landing in water and on the land if at all possible.

� Engineering disciplines will not integrate themselves.  A strong program SE&I is required. 
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Minimize launch vehicle dynamic pressure and flow field  dispersions

� A large percentage of launch vehicle failures occur at high dynamic pressure.

� To optimize performance, trajectories are shaped which yield higher dynamic 

pressures at separation causing significant verification analysis problems.  

� Efforts are continually made by the program to maximize performance by operations 

oriented personnel. This pressure to increase acceleration and the resulting dynamic 

pressure is extremely strong early in a program if the history of  launch failures are 

not understood. The Constellation program is a good example of the problem.

� It might be wise to develop a white paper describing and evaluating the historical 

problems of large angles of attack, protuberances and dynamic pressures on vehicle 

design problems and failures.

� The pressure to increase performance  by a program should be balanced by a 

independent high level Engineering and Safety team continually evaluating the 

increased performance impact on design problems, safety margins, and flight 

verification.
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Minimize the use of External Insulators

� External Insulators have been required to make manned space craft programs viable. 

However their use have caused great grief because of their structural weakness.

� It appears that the aerodynamic environment, and base drive coupled with the aero 

heating and back face cooling have not been tested and evaluated to assure that there  

is no debris during ascent.

� Even though the new launch vehicles being evaluated are not parallel and in close 

proximity as the Shuttle the possibility of debris contact at vehicle free stream velocity 

still exists.

� A high level independent organization with strong engineering and system integration 

capabilities should review the past engineering efforts to solve the ascent debris 

problem and conduct a multiple disciplinary test and evaluation program to assure 

elimination of ascent external debris from external insulators. 
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Provide adequate control authority for all flight phases

� Most past launch, entry and abort vehicles have maintained static stability for all 

flight conditions. A few have resorted to control systems which use aerodynamic or 

propulsion systems to control unstable vehicles.

� Aborts are an order of magnitude more difficult than launch which is more difficult 

than entry and aborts are usually the last to be analyzed.

� Recent programs have not had a requirement to maintain control authority for all flight 

conditions. Instead the program chose to conduct Monte Carlo probability analysis to 

show a low percentage of failures. Great discussion on how to add correlated and 

non correlated variables, epistemic variables and other statistical manipulations have 

replaced good engineering design solutions. 

� A high level engineering and design evaluation organization should be employed to 

perform independent analysis to determine the design viability and conduct 

verification flight analysis of control authority for all flight phases. 
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Avoid designs if possible which require plumes forward of aero surfaces

� CFD and wind tunnel testing has demonstrated the capability to adequately predict 

the static aerodynamics of rigid configurations.

� Plumes forward of the vehicle surfaces cause large aerodynamic uncertainties and 

current plume interaction prediction techniques have not been productive or 

accurate.

� The resulting aerodynamic uncertainties for the Constellation abort system with it’s 

high dynamic pressures did not meet the PDR requirements.

� A less aggressive launch performance demand and more attention to the abort 

configuration center of gravity could have produced acceptable design verification 

analysis. The combination of inadequate aerodynamic technology and lack of system engineering 

produced an unacceptable abort system.

� Aerodynamic plume technology improvements are required for configurations that 

are being considered for future manned spacecraft. 

� A high level engineering and design evaluation organization should be employed to 

perform  independent analysis to determine the design viability and conduct 

verification flight analysis for configurations that employ forward plumes.
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Flight tests are for design verification

� Historically manned space craft programs have dictated flight tests where many 

subsystems must work together to accomplish design verification or where ground test 

and analysis are not sufficient for engineering validation of some engineering disciplines. 

� Sufficient instrumentation and flight conditions were carefully selected to accomplish 

the required flight verification. The principle of test what you fly and fly what you test 

was enforced.

� Recent programs have neglected the requirements for acquiring adequate engineering 

data to produce meaningful flight analysis required for verification.

� It would be wise to do a state of the art survey of new technology of stand alone 

instrumentation for engineering flight measurements.

� A high level engineering and design evaluation organization should be employed to 

perform  independent analysis to determine the flight test requirements for design 

verification. 
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Avoid configuration changes after PDR as they add at least 18 months to a program

� Changes to a configuration’s external lines affect the aerodynamics: static characteristics, 

dynamic stability, and pressure distribution.

� Structural and loads analysis are determined using the base line aerodynamic data base as 

determined for the OML configuration.

� Flight control system requirements and design are determined using the base line 

aerodynamic data base as predicted on the OML configuration.

� Small configuration modifications can affect the aerodynamic characteristics of a 

configuration greatly, changing loads from pressures distributions and force and moment 

data that was used for the design of the flight control system.  

� A minimum of 18 months is required to develop a new configurations aerodynamic data 

base for launch, entry, and abort. If the evaluation of the data base requires modification of 

the structure or flight control system the impact to the schedule can be greater.
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Avoid Parachute landing in the water and on land if possible  

� Using a parachute to land on water or land is not dignified. 

� Parachutes do not lend themselves to analytical analysis

� Testing parachutes is expensive: dollar, schedule, manpower

� Early Space Shuttle trade studies showed that a runway landing configuration would 

weigh no more than a configuration designed for both water and land impact.

� Parachutes were empirically designed for conditions less severe than those 

encountered for a heavier-than-Apollo entry vehicle.

� Accurate reliable and verified analytical programs to predict reefing loads, parachute 

inflation rates, and flight dynamics are not available, thereby requiring a large

expensive flight test program to verify the safety for all entry and abort conditions. 

� It would be wise to revisit the pros and cons, weights, verification cost, recurring cost, 

and operation cost of parachute vs. runway landers. 
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Engineering disciplines will not integrate themselves – SE&I is needed

� All engineering teams under one roof is the best way for engineering integration to be accomplished

� Early manned spacecraft – Preliminary Design

• Mercury – LARC - Space Task Group

• Gemini  - JSC - Jim Chamberlin  (Mac Donald Douglas )

• Apollo – JSC 

• Space Shuttle – active phase A & B all centers and contractors

� Industry – Preliminary Design through Design Verification

• LEC – Skunk Works

• BAC - Phantom Works

� NASA has had requirements to distribute the program design responsibilities to a multitude of NASA 

Centers and contractors in all states.

� Therefore a strong method of SE&I was required for design verification and building. The Space Shuttle 

program  employed the following methods until the end of the Space Shuttle flight test program.

� All engineering work required a Task Order and must have a customer. 

• Input data needed for that Task Order was identified 

• Deliverable product required for the Task Order was determined.

� The customer could be the SE&I office or another engineering discipline.

� The Task description and schedule must be signed, tracked, and reviewed by the SE&I office.

� The culmination of all Task must accomplish a design verification process described by SE&I.

� SE&I controlled the engineering man power budget.
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Engineering disciplines will not integrate themselves – SE&I is needed - cont.

� SE&I must conduct redundant independent evaluations starting with preliminary design 

trade studies and going through the flight verification analysis. 

� Single point failure in analysis is no more acceptable than single point failure in hardware.

� Incorrect program and design decisions will be made if both engineering difficulties and 

cost are not evaluated.

� An organization which has engineering expertise in all disciplines is required.

� This organization should have the capability to quickly bound problems and define 

the engineering task to verify the designs solutions being considered.

� Program “Requirements” should be evaluated as an early trade study.

� Sensitivity analysis to aero characteristics is needed early in the program.

� An independent ability to evaluate DDT&E, First Unit, Recurring, and Operation cost 

is needed.

� Both NASA designs and private company designs should require an independent 

evaluation.
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The Next Step - Recommendations

� Evaluate NESC ability to perform quick order of magnitude engineering evaluation in all 

disciplines. 

� Evaluate NESC ability to plan and implement state of the art engineering studies in all 

disciplines.

� Begin building an SE&I team within NESC with the ability to lead, plan, schedule, 

coordinate and communicate the required engineering efforts to perform independent

program requirements and configuration evaluations for preliminary design through 

verification analysis for a variety of customers. 

� Pick a few problems and demonstrate the ability to perform an independent SE&I 

function.
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